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throned.on its isolated plateau of rock, is unique in the 
world. Interesting as it is, however, it unfortunately 
lacks good hotel accommodation, an accusation which 
cannot be urged against BislTa, which possesses at 
least one first-class hotel in the Royal, and several 
others, the Victoria, the Oasis, the Des Zibans, etc., 
clean, comfortable, and moderate enough to suit every 
one's means. The Royal is the most modern, and has 
a large inner court laid out as a garden, an extensive 
flat roof,. and a minaret, whence the gorgeous desert 
sunsets can be viewed to perfection, and a splendid 
view from the terrace eastward, over the bed of the 
river, the Oued-Biskra, to the Sahara and the pict
uresque range of hills, the Djebel-Metlili, on the hori
zon. The Dar-Daif Hotel, attached to the Casino, has 
an excellent restaurant and cafe, the prices at all 
these hotels ranging from twelve to sixteen francs a 
day. At Biskra it rarely rains, though heavy tropical 
showers are not unknown; bright sun and blue sky 
are the rule; there .is no damp, and the pure, dry air 
of the Sahara is of incalculable benefit to seekers after 
health. Yet it has by no means the appearance of a 
resort of invalids only; the little town wears a gay 
French air, has excellent shops and bazars, public 
gardens, in which roses, heliotrope; hibiscus, and bou
gainvillea vie in profusion and coloring; a highly 
Oriental-looking mairie, a French. fort, garrison and mil
itary club, all picturesquely contrasting with the Arab 
life, which to unaccustomed northern eyes is the great 
and salient novelty of the place. Very quaint and inter
esting are the native streets, the market square with its 
huddled groups of white-robed Arabs, the languid pro
cessions of laden and weary camels, the tunnel-shaped 
avenues of mimosa, and the villages scattered about 
the oasis, screened and overhung by countless waving 
date palms, not less countless to the enchanted trav
eler because his guide, with· frigid accuracy, informs 
him that the oasis contains not less than 160,000 of 
these self-same palm trees. In this indolent land 
there is yet plenty for tne energetic to do; the morn
mgs can be pleasantly occupied by bathing at the 
Hammam-es-Salahin, six kilometers out in the desert, 
where there is a miniature bathing establishment built 
over the springs, which have a natural heat of 112 de
grees Fahr. As this heat is, however, extremely ener
vating to the bather, it is advisable to order the bath 
beforehand and to allow it time to cool to a reasonable 
temperature. The tramway which runs to the baths 
passes first under palms and mimosa through the 
exquisite oasis of Beni-Mora, out into the desert, taking 
about three-quarters of an hour. 

In the afternoon there are excursions, driving, rid
ing on horses or camels to the environs and to the 
neighboring oases, and, after dinner, concerts, ope
rettas, petits chevaux and baccarat at the Casino, or 
visits to the numerous Moorish cafes in the town, 
where may be seen the native girls dancing their 
strangely monotonous Arab dances to the no less mon
otonous accompaniment of Arab music, strident tom
toms and ear-piercing pipes, intended· only, one is told, 
as an accompaniment to the distracted thoughts of the 
listener, while he sips the sweetened coffee and smokes 
innumerable cigarettes. The rather squalid haunts' 
of the hashish smokers may also be visited; excellent 
guides are to be found at the hotels, all of whom speak 
French, and some a little English. Travelers who 
visit Biskra, unless for health, usually stay a day or 
two only, but it is really worth a longer visit. A fort
night certainly can be pleasantly passed there, in the 
course of which the expedition by diligence to the im
portant oasis and city of Pugart can be undertaken. 
There is also fairly good shooting within easy reach; 
chamois and the mouflon, which are really Barbary 
sheep, abound between Biskra and EI Kantara, and 
for these expeditions the services of one of the nume
rous trustworthy guides can be requisitioned. A feat
ure of Biskra is the curious villa of Count Landon, 
which he kindly allows to be shown to visitors during 
the afternoon. The various rooms are not under one 
roof, but are isolated and distributed in different parts 
of the splendid tropical gardens, in which are success
fully acclimatized many rare fruit trees, shrubs, and 
other plants. Very charmingly do the hours slip away 
in these enchanted gardens, remote from the noises 
of the town, remote from the world. Screened from 
the noonday sun by the thickest tropical vegetation, 
one can repose in the heat of the day in the Arab 
salon, where daylight filters in sparingly through 
hanging masses of vivid bougainvilleas, stroll later 
through groves of feathery bamboo and orange gardens 
golden with fruit and heavy with the voluptuous scent 
of blossom, and finally watch from the river terrace 
the scarlet glory of the sinking sun, most splendid of 
nature's splendid pageants, most glorious of God's 
many glorious gifts, transfiguring in a blaze of rose
colored fire the gray-silhouetted outline of the distant 
Djebel-Metlili, and touching with magical rays the 
golden waves of the Sahara and the island oases of 
Lalia and Filiash. 

This same sunset hour is one of the daily charms of 
life in the desert, and the northern traveler must stand 
spellbound before such a riot of southern coloring. 

----_._----

CHRISTMAS ISLAND. 

AN abstract in The American Journal of Science 
for July, 1900, gives some interesting particulars in 
relation to this island, which until recently was little 
known, but which has acquired some commercial im
portance owing to the discovery of large deposits of 
phosphate. The abstract is from a monograph by 
Charles W. Andrews, of the Geological Department of 
the British Museum. The unique character of Christ
mas Island, in its position, history and life, gives 
peculiar interest to this account of the results obtained 
from the ten months' vigorous explorations made by 
Mr. Andrews. 

Christmas Island has an area of 43 square miles, and 
rises in places to a height of 1,000 feet; it is covered 
with a dense tropical vegetation. It is situated in tha 
eastern part of the Indian Ocean, 190 miles to the 
south of Java, 900 miles northwest of the coast of 
Australia, and 550 miles east of the atolls of Cocos 
and North Keeling. The submarine slopes about it 
are so steep that a depth of 1,000 fathoms is found 
within two or three miles of the coast, while to the 
north, a depth of 3,200 fathoms was found (Maclear 

Deep), and to the south and southwest, of 3,000 fath
oms (Wharton Deep). The island is described as 
forming the summit of a submarine peak, the base 
of. which rises from a low saddle which separates the 
two abysses named, and on the western end of which 
the Cocos-Keeling Islands are situated. Its peculiarly 
isolated position, hence, is most striking. Its history 
is also unique, since, although known to navigators 
since the middle of the seventeenth century, no one 
seems to have penetrated into the interior until 1887, 
and, as remarked by Dr. Murray, down to a few years 
ago it was probably the only existing tropical island 
of any large extent that had never been inhabited 
by man, savage or civilized. Its animal and vegetable 
life, therefore, are thus far almost unchanged by the 
conditions introduced by human life. 

Geologically, the island ,consists largely of elevated 
Tertiary limestones with extensive series of eruptives; 
briefly, it may be considered as an ancient atoll raised 
to a considerable height above the level of the sea. 
The "central nucleus" is made up of compact yellow 
limestone, in places very hard and showing no traces 
of bedding or jointing. This is referred to the Eocene 
(or Oligocene) and is accompanied by basalts and 

trachytes, both beneath and between the beds. The 
total thickness of these older Tertiary and accompany
ing volcanic rocks is estimated to be 600 feet. Form
ing the mass of the island is the Miocene Orbitoidal 
limestone, separated from the older rocks by basalts 
and basic tuffs. The higher elevations are dolomitic 
limestones containing 34 to 41 per cent of magnesium 
carbonate; these show traces of coral structure and 
imperfect remains of Foraminifera. Thick beds of 
phosphate of lime, in part limestone beds altered by· 
overlying guano, in part phosphatized volcanic tuffs, 
occur on some of the elevated points and have proved 
to be of economic value. The Tertiary limestone, 
especially the Miocene, forms abrupt vertical cliffs, 
sometimes 250 feet in height, along a large part of 
the coast line. A series of terraces is also noted 
around the shore and outlying the whole is the fring
ing coral reef. Mr. Andrews remarks upon the re
markable development of elevated Tertiary rocks and 
the difficulty in explaining their deposit over an area 
so isolated. He adds that the great thickness of reef 
limestone, required by the Darwinian theory of atoll 
formation, is not found, and although there may be 
some evidence that subsidence did occur in the history 
of the island, it is clear that it was not for any long 
period nor 9f any great extent. It is interesting 
to recall in this .connection the similar observations 
recently made by Agassiz on the elevated Tertiary 
limestones of the Fijis and other islands of the Pacific. 

, 

SIR FRANCIS BARRY'S NEW EXCAVATIONS OF 
BROCHS. 

TACITUS, to whom we owe the most valuable work 
about our early history-namely, "The Germania"
was the son-in-law of Agricola, the Governor of Britain 
and army leader, who penetrated as a conqueror into 
that eastern part of Scotland once called Caledonia. 
"The Life of Agricola" is from Tacitus' pen. Evi
dently from his father-in-Iaw's own statement, who 
through prisoners of war and interpreters could cer
tainly obtain the best information-more especially so 
as numerous Germans served in his army-Tacitus re
ports that the red-haired, large-limbed barbarians of 
Caledonia (that is, strictly, of Eastern Scotland) had 
the marks of their Germanic origin. To attempt set
ting aside such clear testimony requires a great deal 
of boldness-not to say presumption. The kindred 
racial character of the Caledonians did not prevent 
the Teutonic auxiliaries of Agricola from fighting 
against them on the Roman side, as well as against 
the Keltic and Iberian tribes of Britain. 

I [says Karl Blind, in The Gentleman's Magazine] 
had an excellent opportunity for renewing old studies 
concerning the early connection of Germany with the 
conquering Italian armies in this country, when I 
was on a month's visit' at Capheaton Hall, in North
umberland, the beautiful country seat of Sir John 
Swinburne, the former Liberal member, wh03e hos
pitality I shall not easily forget. Capheaton Hall is 
stocked all over with valuable books in many branches 
of knowledge. In its neighborhood, in the last century, 
some precious Roman metal-work, partly representing 
mythological subjects, has been found, which may be· 
seen in the Anglo-Roman Room of the British Museum. 
During the stay at Capheaton Hall we inspected the 
famous Roman wall which once served as a boundary 
and defensive work against the fierce warrior tribes 
of Northern Britain. 

In a few crevices of that wall we saw a curious 
little flower sprouting forth, which is not to be met 
with anywhere else in this country. It attracted at 
once the attention of Sir John Swinburne's late charm
ing wIfe, who would have liked to get a sample. By 
the guide we were, however, told not to root up any 
specimens of the rare plant. It came originally by the 
Romans from Spain. In' the neighborhood of the 
wall there were once placed various cohorts of Ger
man soldiers: Batavians, Frisians, Tungrians, Nervi
ans, Vangions; also Thrakians, eastern kinsmen of the 
Teutons and Scandinavians. This fortification of yore 
extended from the mouth of the Tyne, at the German 
Ocean, to the Solway Firth in the west. A number 
of place-names are still in existence which refer to the 
wall, such as Walton, Walwick, Walhouses, Wallfoot, 
Wall head, Wallsend, and many others. The wall was 
at first the Roman limes, or frontier, in Britain. After
ward another fortification of a similar kind was erect
ed, still more toward the north. 

Among the. German auxiliaries or mercenaries of the 
Roman army in Britain there sometimes occurred, it 
is true, dangerous mutinies. Thus we read in Tacitus 
and Dion how a cohort of Rhenish Usipians; which 
had been levied in Germany, one day killed the cen
turion and some soldiers, their instructors in military 
discipline, and then seized three light vessels, forcing 
the masters to go on board with them. Finally, these 
shipmasters, too, were killed. The Germans, driven 
at the mercy of the waves, and fighting several times 
with the natives on the shore, sailed from the west, 
round the Hebrides, and through the Pentland Firth, 
into the German Ocean and the Baltic. At sea their 
sufferings became such that they had to feed upon 
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each other by lot.· Being regarded as pirates, they 
were intercepted by the Suevians and the Frisians, and, 
in spite of their German nationality, sold by these as 
sla ves. In .the end, through repeated changes of 
masters, they came again into the possession of the 
Romans on the left bank of the Rhine. 

This striking adventure merits attention. It is one 
of the many cases of early German acquaintance with 
that Britain which 'in later centurief. was made into 
an "England" by Frisians, Angles, Saxons, Rugians, 
Hunes, and other Teutonic warrior-clans, whose fore
fathers had learned a great deal about this country in 
the military service of Rome. 

Five German cohorts, composed of Batavians and 
Tungrians, fought under Agricola, in the greatest 
battle against the Caledonians, in the foremost ranks. 
Their bravery during a most terrible hand-to-hand en
counter decided the victory. The description of this 
struggle, as given by Tacitus, is one of the most 
graphic. "The legions," he says with Italian artful
ness, "were placed in the rear, before the entrench
ments-a disposition which would make the victory 
eminently glorious if it were won without the expense 
of Roman blood, and which would insure support if 
the remainder of the army were driven back." Upon 
the Germans the Roman general chiefly relied. They 
were put in the forefront. The Teutonic Batavians, 
striking with the bosses of their shields and mangling 
the faces of the enemy, bore everything down by their 
impetuosity. In all the "Annals" of Tacitus, there is 
not a more vivid battle-picture than this one of the 
battle of the Grampians. 

As far as the northernmost parts of Scotland, 
Frisians have penetrated as conquerors since ancient 
times. From them Freswick Bay has its name. Liter
ally, Fres-Wick means the Frisian Bay. The addition 
of the word "bay" is merely an amplification, or tau
tology, which arose when the meaning of "wick" was 
no longer understood. There are many bays called 
"wick" on the Scandinavian as well as on the German 
coasts, in the German Ocean, and in the Baltic, where 
we find the Tromper Wiek, the Schwanen-Wiek, the 
seaside place Wyk or Wik on the Isle of Fohr, and 
many more similarly called. These names have noth
ing to do with the Latin vicus, from which, no doubt, 
a .I\umber of other place-names in this country have 
their ending syllables. 

]'rom the Germanic word "wick" the Vikings, or 
Wickings, are named-that is, bay-men watching in 

· creeks.for their opportunities. Often the word Viking 
(erroneously pronounced vi-king, instead of vik-ing) is 
translated in English by "sea-king." A Viking may 
have been a king, or rather an aristocratic chieftain, 
but he may as well have been a simple freeman; and 
the mass of them were nothing else. 

THE MINERAL CONSTITUENTS OF DUST AND 
SOOT FROM VARIOUS SOURCES.* 

NORDENSKJOLD collected and described three different 
kinds of dust; one consisted of diatoms, a second of a 
siliceous and apparently felspathic sand, both from the 
surface of the ice in Greenland, while a third consisted 

· of sooty-looking particles composed of elements in
variably associated with iron meteorites and of un
common occurrence in terrestrial matter, namely, be
side metallic iron, cobalt, nickel, carbon, silicon and 
phosphorus. He concluded that it was meteoritic mat, 
ter showered down upon the earth, and that cosmic 
dust is falling imperceptibly and continually. 

A great variety of mineral matters, including dust 
from various sources, having been examined spectro
graphically by the authors, they give an account of its 
composition. Specimens which fell from the clouds 
were compared with those from known terrestrial 
sources. The first comprised (1) solid matter forming 
the nuclei of hail-stones collected during a storm on 
April 14, 1897; (2) solid matter from hail and sleet 

· collected during a heavy shower from 2: 30 P. M. to 3 
o'clock on March 28 , 1896; (3) pumice from the Kraka
toa eruption of 1883. These were examined for Prof. 
J. P. O'Reilly, who had collected them. (4) Dust from 
a dish exposed <1n November 16 and 17, 1897, in the 
outskirts of Dublin; and other samples with a similar 
origin which had fallen into porcelain dishes placed 
on a grass-plat in a garden. Varieties of flue-dust, (4) 
from Crewe gas-works, (5) iron-works, (6) sulphuric 
acid works, and (7) copper smelting works, (8) vol
canic dust from three different sources, (9) soot from 
laundry, laboratory, kitchen and bedroom chimneys. 
Fluedust is characterized by the larger proportions of 
lead, silver and copper than other varieties of dust -and 
coal ashes contain. Nickel and manganese are notably 
present, but the most striking feature is the quantity 
of dubidium, gallium, indium and thallium in all 
samples. Volcanic dust shows the bands of lime and 
magnesia with strong spectra of the alkali metals, and 
these are evidently its leading basic constituents. 

Soot is of variable composition, not so much with 
respect to the substances present as to the relative pro
portions of each in any two samples. Its larger pro
portion of lime distinguishes it from dust collected 
from the heavens. Nickel, manganese, copper, silver 
and lead are constant constituents. The presence of 
nickel is probably due to minute quantities of this ele
ment being disseminated in coal, which is first con
yerted by the carbon monoxide produced in the fire 
into nickel tetracarbonyl, which is naturally volatile, 
but subsequently becomes decomposed and nickel or 
nickel oxide is deposited. 

Dust from the clouds, collected either by itself or in 
hail, snow, sleet or rain, exhibits a regularity in com
position not seen in other varieties of dust. It con: 
tains, apparently, the same proportions of iron, nickel, 
calcium, copper, potassium and sodium. The chief 
difference occurs in dust suddenly precipitated in sleet, 
snow and hail, since lead is found in larger proportions 
in these, and particularly so in one specimen from 
sleet. 

It is evident that the presence of nickel is not· posi
tive evidence that the dust from the clouds comes from 
other than a terrestrial source. 

The dust which fell on November 16 and 17, 1897, 
with its similarity in composition to that of meteorites, 

* By Prof. W. N. Hartley, F.R.S .• ann Hugh Ramage. Abstract of l! 
paper

· 
read at meeting of the Royal Society, February 21. . 
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Its being attracted by the magnet and' its appearance 
are quite in favor of its being' of cosmrc origin. On 
the other hand, in its comtiOiWtion it is unlike volcanic 
dust, flue-dust or soot. 

[Continued from SUPPLEMENT, No.l3"�l, plIge 21173.J 
A GENERAL SURVEY OF FOREIGN TRADE.* 

DISTRIBUTION OF OUR EXPORTS. 

A GLANCE at the accompanying map of the world, 
showing the distribution of our exports of manufact
ures, reveals the significant fact that, as yet, the 
wi,dest range of consumption of our goods is found 
in the leading industrial countries, such as Great Brit
ain, Germany, France, and their willingness conjoined 
with their greater capacity to take our products raises 
the interesting question whether our activity in compet
ing for neutral markets, such as China, Afr�ca, South 
America, etc., is not, for the present, restrained by 
the fact that our energies are largely employed in 
manufacturing for the European demand. The seri
ousness of our competition in the development of 
trade in countries which, as yet, are but imperfectly 
exploited will begin to be fully felt, it would seem, 
only when the European demand shall have slackened 
or we shall have more than met its requirements. In 
that case, our exporters would undoubtedly address 
themselves more systematically and with greater 
energy to trade regions which our European rivals 
are now so industri9usly seeking to control. There is 
food for thought also in the possible consequences to 
our European trade of a rivalry on our part which 
may be so crushing as to greatly impair the purchasing 
power of those who are now our best cust'Omers. If 
we permanently cripple their chief industries, we de
prive them, to a greater or less extent, of the means 
of buying from us, and the consumption of our food 
supplies and our raw materials, as well as of our fin
ished goods, may be greatly curtailed. The solution 
of the problem may perhaps be found in the gradual 
specialization of commerce and industry, according 
to the peculiar capacity of each competing nation-the 
survival, in other words, of the fittest conditions for 
this or that country-and the gradual subsidence of 
competiti'On into healthful exchange. 

AMERICAN AND AFRICAN TRADE. 

The annual rep'Orts of the United States c'Onsular 
officers, as summarized in the Review of the World's 
Commerce, are supplemented with the latest data 
obtainable from official and other reliable sources in 
foreign countries; presenting, substantially, contem
poraneous pictures of trade and industrial ,conditions 
throughout the world. Taking the great geographical 
divisions in alphabetical order, we find that Africa 
is rapidly becoming a pr'Omising field for American 
enterprise wherever artificial restrictions are not im
posed. West Africa, as we have seen, has come to the 
front as a serious quantity. There is, says Consul 
Williams (Sierra Leone), an increasing demand for 
American goods, and an agency has been established. 
In S'Outh Africa, the war has, of c'Ourse, deranged 
trade; but in 1899, the United States exported $10,000,-
000 worth of goods to Cape Colony and $3,250,000. 
worth to Natal. A marked advance in imports from 
the United States is noted in agricultural implements, 
machinery, and vehicles, besides food supplies, and 
Consul-General Stowe is sanguine of a great increase 
of American trade when peace shall have been re
stored": In East Africa, it is noticeable that in Mada
gascar, where France imposes a tariff discriminating 
in favor of her own products, our cotton-goods trade, 
once considerable, has practically been destroyed, where
as in Zanzibar, the Somali country, and Abyssinia, 
where such restrictions do not exist, it continues to 
grow. A British Foreign Office report from the Somali 
Coast states that the cheaper American gray shirtings 
are preferred to European cloths and are very popular. 
They form the ordinary wearing apparel of the inland 
S'Omali. The two largest items of trade-the impart 
of gray shirtings and the export of skins-Hare entirely 
in the hands of Americans." 

In America, we still control more than half 'Of 
. Canada's trade, though trade with Great Britain is 

growing because of the preferential tariff of 33 1-3 per 
cent in favor of English goods. With Mexico, our 
trade relations continue to be most satisfactory. Dur
ing the fiscal year 189!J-1900, we took 77 per cent of 
Mexico's exports and sold her over half of her imports. 
Capital from the United States is flowing into the 
country, and the recent industrial growth has been 
remarkable. Our goods seem to be making steady 
progress in Central America-especially in British 
Honduras, Costa Rica, the Republic of H'Onduras, and 
Nicaragua. We have lost ground somewhat in Guate
mala, though we sent nearly 'One-half of her purchases 
in 1899. Great Britain, upon the other hand, increased 
her sales by about $134,000. Salvador imports only 
something over two-thirds as much from the United 
States as from Great Britain, although we take twice 
as much 'Of her products. A notable fact about Central 
America is the increasing investment of German cap
ital in commercial enterprises, especially in Costa 
Rica, Guatemala, and Nicaragua-which is estimated 
t'O amount to some $67,OOO,OOO-and the encouragement 
given to Germans to emigrate to Central American 
countries. 

With the West Indies, especially the British islands, 
our trade is constantly growing. In Jamaica, we have 
64 per cent of the imports, against a little over 33 per 
cent from Great Britain. Generally speaking, the 
West Indies may be said to draw the bulk of imported 
food supplies from us and an increasing proportion 
of manufactured g'Oods as well. T'O Haiti, we furnish 
66 per cent of the imports, though nine-tenths of the 
exports are sent t'O Europe. Our consul at Copenhagen, 
Mr. Freeman, reports under date of December 20, 1900, 
that "seven new steamers have just been ordered for 
the fruit trade between the West India Islands and the 
United States." "The contract for one of them-the 
'Taunton'-with the option of two 'Others," he adds, 
"was signed t'O-day between the Unitlild States Fruit 

* Extract from the Review of the World's Commerce, introductory to 
Commercial Relations of the United States, 1000 (in prees)_ By Frederic 
Emory, Chiet- BWellu of Foreign Comm�e, 

C'Ompany and Messrs. Burmeister & Hains, extensive 
shi'pbuilders of Copenhagen. Three of the seven will 
be built in England, three in Norway, and one in 
Denmark, with a possibility of twa more at Copen
hagen. The United States Fruit Company has already 
'Over twenty steamers in the banana trade from the 
West Indies to American ports. These vessels are 
registered as Norwegian, but it is understood that 
the bulk of the capital invested is American." 

In Cuba and Porto Rico, sufficient time has not yet 
elapsed for recuperation from the war and the read
justment of industrial and commercial c'Onditi'Ons, but 
in both islands, trade is beginning to revive, with the 
promise of gradual development on lines of closer 
intimacy with the United States. 

In South America, as has been shown, our trade 
has developed but slowly, except in the Argentine 
Republic and Peru. In 1899, the imports of Argentina 
from the United States increased by over $4,000,000. 
We now stand second in imports, though we still have 
but little over one-third of Great Britain's shaTe. We 
exceed Germany by about $2,500,000 and Italy by 
$1,800,000. The imports from France are compara
tively insignificant. As heretofore stated, our com
merce with Peru increased from $1,588,000 in 1897 
to $3,491,000 in 1899. During the first eleven m'Onths 

/'lJrniflJr6, CoHon ami Woolell GQdds, 
Iron and Sf!!e/ Goods, Tlour, ShoeSj 
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three-f'Ourths of Germany's share. In Colombia and 
Venezuela, trade has"suffered recently from political 
disturbances; iin Elcuador, we had about 22 per cent 
of the exports during the first six months of 1900. 
In the Guianas, we take nearly as much as England 

. fr'Om the British colony, but sell only half as much; 
and we exp'Ort but little more than one-fourth of the 
Dutch colony's purchases, though we buy more than 
half of its total exports. Holland, upon the other 
hand, takes only one-third of the exports and has 
more than half of the import trade. In French Guiana, 
the imports are almost wholly from the mother coun
try. With Paraguay, our trade is still insignifican t; 
but in Uruguay, Consul SwaIm notes a meady expan
sion of the United States trarle and increasing popu
larity of American goods. 

The burden of most of the consular reports from 
South America is the need of better facilities of steam
ship communication with the United States and of 
American banking institutions, enabling us to estab
lish closer and more systematic relations. 

AMERICAN GOODS IN GREAT BRITAIN. 

Our consular officers in Great Britain continue to 
rep'Ort the steady progress of American goods in popu
lar favor. Consul McFarland, of N'Ottingham, under 

UNITED STATES MANUFACTURES IN THE WORLD'S MARKETS. 

of 1900, our exports thither amounted to $1,981,642, 
against $616,559 for the whole of the calendar year 
1893. With Bolivia, our trade is still trifling, the 
impart business being largely in the hands of Ger
mans, owing partly to the cheapness of their goods 
and partly to German immigration. Brazil sent us 
$60,000,000 worth of her products in 1899 and took less 
than $12,000,000. Great Britain, importing but $20,-
000,000, sold Brazil $27,000,000 worth of goods. Ger
many sold Brazil about half of what she bought; 
France, a little less than four-fifths. Belgium, im
porting a little over $2,000,000, sold more than $10,-
000,000. The United States ranks only sixth among 
the nations selling to Brazil, though it buys more 'Of 
Brazil's staples than all Europe combined. Brazil 
has been passing recently through a period of com
mercia.! depression, but Consul Furniss, of Bahia, re
ports a better outlook for the new year. Consul Gun
saulus attributes the slow progress of American trade 
with Brazil in great part to the need of better trans
portation facilities and to the fact that all railroad 
and banking institutions, as well as many other largf 
enterprises, are controlled by European capital. In 
Chile, Great Britain still has the largest share of the 
imports (about $16,000,000 in a total of $39,000,000) 
and takes more than two-thirds of the exports. Ger
many comes next in sales t'O Chile, and the United 
States third, with $3,000,000, or but little more than 
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date of December 17, 1900, notes the interesting fact 
that in Leicester, the seat of two great industries
the manufacture 'Of boots and sh'Oes and of hosiery 
(including underwear)-American footwear and 
hosiery are being sold in the retail stores, and much 
of the machinery now used in the shoe factories is of 
American make. Other consuls report increases in 
British imports of American shoes, furniture, agricul
tural implements, tools, flour, electrical appliances, 
etc. The demand for American hardware is large and 
growing, especially for refrigerators, steam valves, 
radiators, and lawn mowers. Our engineers' machin
ery and tools are acknowledged to be far ahead of 
any others and command an ever-increasing sale. 

AMERICAN MACHINERY IN F'OREIGN FACTORIES. 

The introduction of American machinery and tools, 
indeed, is becoming quite common both in England and 
upon the Continent. The results in cheapening and 
impr'Oving factory products find a notable illustration 
in the manufacture of firearms at Liege, Belgium. 
According to Consul Winslow, American machinery 
has worked marked changes there, bringing about a 
great reduction in cost and turning out better weap
ons because the different parts can now be made inter
changeable. The ultimate effect of the adoption of 'Our 
labor-saving appliances and methods will probably be 
to reduce the present disparity between American and 
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